CAMCORP MODELS 8TR8X64 TO 16TR12X256

STANDARD FEATURES
1. ALL WELDED HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION
2. PRESSURE/VACUUM RATING: +/-200W/G.
3. STANDARD MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION: CARBON STEEL, STAINLESS STEEL, ALUMINUM
4. STANDARD ELECTRICALS: NEMA 4 TIMES AND LIQUIDPROOF ENCLOSURES
5. PAINT IS STANDARD WHITE OR ENAMOLGREEN INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL.

OPTIONAL FEATURES
1. STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS
2. SERVICE PLATFORMS
3. EXPLOSION VENTING
4. EXPLOSION-PROOF ELECTRICALS
5. HIGHER PRESSURE/VACUUM RATING
6. BIN VENT STYLE
7. WIDE BAG SPACING
8. WALK-IN CLEAN AIR PLENUM

TOP REMOVAL BAG DUST COLLECTOR
(64 TO 182 BAGS)